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Abstract

We argue that human economic interactions� particularly bargaining and trading in market environments� can be
considered as adaptive behaviors� Moreover� the tools and techniques of adaptive behavior research could be pro�tably
employed to build predictive models of existing or planned market systems� In addition to applications in economic
modeling� �trading animats� could �nd use in market�based resource�allocation and control� and in internet�based
commerce� Despite these potential applications� we note that there is a near�total absence of papers in the adaptive
behavior literature �and also in the arti�cial life literature� that deal with autonomous agents capable of exhibiting
trading behaviors� After a brief overview of core concepts in microeconomics� we summarize work in experimental
economics where human trading behavior is studied under laboratory conditions� We propose that such experiments
could and should be used as �benchmarks	 for evaluating and comparing di
erent architectures and strategies for
trading animats� This paper is� essentially� a position paper� a manifesto calling the attention of the adaptive behavior
research community to an entire �eld of problems that it has apparently so far ignored� In a companion paper ����
we present empirical results from simulations that invite a Braitenberg�style eliminative materialism perspective on
the dynamics of experimental retail markets�
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Abstract

We argue that human economic interactions� particularly bargain�

ing and trading in market environments� can be consideredas adap�

tive behaviors� Moreover� the tools and techniques of adaptive be�

havior research could be pro�tably employed to build predictive

models of existing or planned market systems� In addition to ap�

plications in economic modeling� �trading animats� could �nd use

in market�based resource�allocation and control� and in internet�

based commerce� Despite these potential applications� we note

that there is a near�total absence of papers in the adaptive behav�

ior literature �and also in the arti�cial life literature� that deal with

autonomous agents capable of exhibiting trading behaviors� After

a brief overview of core concepts in microeconomics� we summarize

work in experimental economics where human trading behavior is

studied under laboratory conditions� We propose that such exper�

iments could and should be used as �benchmarks	 for evaluating

and comparing di
erent architectures and strategies for trading

animats� This paper is� essentially� a position paper� a manifesto

calling the attention of the adaptive behavior research community

to an entire �eld of problems that it has apparently so far ignored�

In a companion paper ���� we present empirical results from simu�

lations that invite a Braitenberg�style eliminativematerialism per�

spective on the dynamics of experimental retail markets�

� Introduction

The majority of research in adaptive behavior has con�
centrated on developing arti�cial autonomous agents
�i�e�� animats� that exhibit behaviors common to many
species of animals� Typical examples are spatiotempo�
ral behavior patterns such as obstacle�avoidance� wall�
following� and navigation to goal locations� Very few pa�
pers in the adaptive behavior literature have examined
behaviors that are exhibited exclusively by humans�
In this paper we argue that human economic inter�

actions� particularly bargaining and trading in market
environments� can be considered as adaptive behavior
despite being uniquely human� One strength of adaptive
behavior research is its equal emphasis on synthesis and
analysis� both in explaining behaviors of animals and in
designing animal�like artefacts� We argue that this ap�
proach can be applied to human economic activity� and
in a companion sab paper ��� we describe experiments

where simple adaptive animats interact within environ�
ments based on experimental retail markets used to eval�
uate human trading behavior� We show that the collec�
tive behavior of the trading animats is similar to that of
the groups of humans� and that explanations of the an�
imat markets could have signi�cant impact on the way
in which comparable human activity is explained�

If groups of simple arti�cial agents interact to exhibit
market�level phenomena that are similar to those of hu�
man markets� explanations of how the phenomena arise
in the arti�cial system may be viewed as candidate ex�
planations for the same phenomena in human markets�
Thus� adaptive behavior techniques can be used to build
explanatory models of existing or planned market sys�
tems� It should also be possible to use such models
for predictive purposes� at the policy level� the e
ects
of possible changes in the organization of the market
could be explored in simulation rather than by trial�and�
�expensive��error in the real world� at a more avaricious
level� predictions of the future behavior of various mar�
kets o
ers manifest opportunities for generating income�
so long as the predictions are accurate�

We doubt that current agent technology and human
performance data could be combined to create genuinely
novel explanatory or predictive models� but we see this as
a worthwhile and challenging aim for future work� How�
ever� in addition to economicmodeling �either theoretical
or applied�� there are two other signi�cant uses in which
arti�cial agents with human�like bargaining or trading
behaviors could be employed� market�based control� and
internet�based commerce�

In market�based control �mbc�� economics is used as
a source of inspiration� metaphors� and terminology for
developing solutions to problems in distributed resource�
allocation and control ���� ��� In brief� the aim of mbc
systems is that groups of software �agents	 or �traders	
interact within a market�like framework� The inspira�
tion comes from free�market economics in the form of a
division of the scarce resources into units of �commodity	
and the provision of a �currency	 that allows the agents
to buy and sell the commodity� Some agents act as �pro�
ducers	 or �sellers	 of the commodity �e�g�� an agent may
be assigned to a node or link in a telecommunications





network� charging for use of that resource�� while oth�
ers act as �consumers	 or �buyers	 �e�g�� an agent may be
assigned to a data�packet on a network� spending cur�
rency in order to route the packet from its source to
its destination�� Crucially� as with real free markets�
the mbc system should do this in a distributed fash�
ion� there should be no central or global control process�
rather� the allocation of resources �emerges	 from the lo�
cal interactions of the buyers and sellers� With the grow�
ing interdependence and integration of networked com�
puter systems and telecommunications systems� possibly
involving multiple owners or vendors� mbc systems are
increasingly being viewed as a highly viable means of de�
centralizing control� they o
er potential for robustness
and readily accommodate users with varying quality�of�
service needs� Yet� to the best of our knowledge� no cur�
rent mbc systems are fully decentralized and automated�
In the applications published in the literature� there is
a reliance either on centralized �auctioneer	 processes or
on human intervention� Thus� there is a need for �bar�
gaining	 mechanisms that allow software agents to agree
on prices for transactions in decentralized mbc systems�
For a more detailed critique of current mbc work� and
further explanation of how our trading animats address
the needs of mbc applications� see ��� ���

The recent explosive increase of activity on the inter�
net and world�wide�web� and in particular the announce�
ment of secure methods for electronic transfer of funds�
o
ers the potential for exploiting internet�based com�
merce� One way in which goods and services could be
advertized and sold on the internet is the use of soft�
ware agents that autonomously seek out and purchase
items on behalf of a human user� entering into bargain�
ing �or �haggling�� interactions with agents representing
the sellers of the desired items� The user would� pre�
sumably� indicate preferences such as price�range� desir�
able features� et cetera� and the buyer�agent would then
traverse the web� seeking information from vendors	 web�
sites and interacting with each vendor	s seller�agent� try�
ing to get a good price� While the application of such
techniques to the purchase of domestic goods such as
music systems or kitchenware may be somewhat fanci�
ful� a more realistic possibility might be the use of au�
tonomous bargaining agents to automate the trading of
commodities in �rm�to��rm markets where the overall
cost or volume of the transactions is not so great that
it provides an incentive for the businesses concerned to
engage in special relationships� such as approved quality
control or bulk discounts� When the costs and volumes
are su�ciently low� the identity of a seller may be ir�
relevant to the buyer� and the buyer is unlikely to be
seeking a long�term supply�chain management relation�
ship� If the trading is not part of a company	s core busi�
ness� but part of the fundamental �bread and butter�
purchasing all large companies need to do� the identity
of the seller is also likely to be less important� Markets

exist for trading overstocked components or products in
a number of industries� and some of these are moving to
internet�based anonymous electronic trading� Typically
in such markets the sellers will get a very poor price if
they sell to a broker� but equally don	t want to spend
time and money trying to �nd a buyer� The buyers in
these markets are often interested in small quantities�
with very unpredictable demand� and thus are unlikely
to be able to bene�t from bulk discounts and special
relationships with large producers� Such electronic mar�
kets o
er may become signi�cant application areas for
autonomous trading agents�

Section � explains our arguments in more detail� We
start� in Section ��� with a brief review of some fun�
damental issues in microeconomics� the branch of eco�
nomics that deals with market behaviors� Section ���
then summarizes seminal work in experimental eco�

nomics� where the trading behavior of small groups of
humans in particular markets is studied under experi�
mental conditions� The clarity of the experimental eco�
nomics results� where theoretically predictable market
dynamics emerge as a result of the collective behavior of
the �human� trading agents� acts as one motivation for
the development of adaptive behavior models of market
activity� This issue is explored in more depth in Sec�
tion ���� where we present our arguments for treating
trading and bargaining behaviors as adaptive behavior�
In Section � we discuss the near�total lack of relevant
work in the published literature on adaptive behavior
and the related �eld of arti�cial life� Although this is a
�position paper�� presenting methodological arguments�
we demonstrate empirical work in a companion sab pa�
per ��� and in other publications ��� �� �� �� ����

� Economics and Adaptive Behavior

��� Microeconomics

In the economics literature� a distinction is made be�
tweenmicroeconomics� the study of the structure and dy�
namics of particular markets� and macroeconomics� the
study of the structure and dynamics of entire economies�
A microeconomist might study the market for butter�
possibly just in terms of how changes in supply and
demand for butter a
ect its price� or possibly in rela�
tion to the market for margarine� Meanwhile� a macroe�
conomist might study the relation between in�ation and
unemployment� possibly in relation to a particular gov�
ernment	s welfare� taxation� or money�supply policies�
or perhaps as part of a cross�government international
comparative study� But even complex global economies�
a
ected by tangles of multinational corporations and na�
tional governments are� in principle at least� rooted in the
fundamental microeconomic activity of supplying com�
modities for which there is some demand� Therefore� in
principle at least� there is a smooth continuum from ele�
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mentary microeconomic analyses up to complex macroe�
conomic theories and models�

����� Basics

Microeconomics is often characterized as being primarily
concerned with the allocation of scarce resources� �Mi�
croeconomics is a set of theories with one aim� to help
us gain an understanding of the process by which scarce
resources are allocated among alternative uses� and of
the role of prices and markets in this process�� ���� p���
More precisely� a market can be de�ned as �� � �a set of

arrangements by which buyers and sellers are in contact
to exchange goods or services� ��� p����� The quantity of
a commodity �good or service� that buyers are prepared
to purchase at each possible price is referred to as de�

mand� and the quantity of a commodity that sellers are
prepared to sell at each possible price is referred to as
supply� In general� the greater the price of a commodity�
the fewer buyers will be inclined to make a purchase� and
so the quantity demanded reduces� thus� if we plot price
as a function of quantity� the demand curve slopes down�
ward� In contrast� the greater the price of a commodity�
the more sellers are inclined to sell� and so the quantity
supplied increases� on a plot of price as a function of
quantity� the supply curve slopes upwards� From these
considerations� it is clear that at high prices the quan�
tity supplied may exceed the quantity demanded �i�e��
there is a surplus� or excess supply�� and at low prices
the reverse may be true �giving a shortage� or excess de�
mand�� But� at some intermediate price� the quantity
demanded is equal to the quantity supplied� this is the
equilibrium price� which �clears the market	� graphically�
the equilibrium price �and quantity� can be determined
by the intersection of the supply and demand curves� as
illustrated in Fig� � Throughout the rest of this paper�
the equilibrium price will be represented by P� and the
equilibrium quantity by Q�� Some authors refer to Q�

as the �clearing quantity��

Po

Qo

D

S

Quantity

Price

Figure � Simple illustration of supply and demand� The Supply
Curve S slopes upwards and the Demand Curve D slopes down�
ward� The two curves intersect at a point indicating the Equilib�
rium Price P� and the Equilibrium �Clearing� Quantity Q��

In theory at least� markets are self�correcting � if the

supply and demand schedules remain �xed� the prices of
transactions in the market �i�e�� the market price� will
tend toward P�� At prices below P�� there is excess de�
mand� the suppliers can then choose only to sell to the
highest�bidding buyers� and so the buyers have an in�
centive to bid higher prices� thereby raising the market
price towards P�� At prices above P�� there is excess sup�
ply� buyers can then choose only to buy from the sellers
with the cheapest o
ers� so sellers have an incentive to
cut their o
er prices� thus lowering the price towards P��
When the market price is at P�� neither buyers nor sell�
ers have any incentive to change their prices� and so the
system stabilizes� In this sense� the actions of a group of
individuals in a market� each pursuing their own inter�
ests� can give rise to price determination� or equilibration�
where the market price is P� and so the quantities de�
manded and supplied match at Q�� Because the equilib�
rium is a result of price�competition between the agents
in the market� it is often referred to as a competitive

equilibrium� Such competitive market mechanisms� it is
argued� can give e�cient �or perhaps optimal� allocation
of resources without centralized control or external in�
tervention �e�g�� by government regulation�� A common
ideal is Pareto e�ciency� an allocation of resources is
Pareto�e�cient if no�one can be made better�o
 without
someone else being made worse�o
�
If there is no external intervention �e�g�� price�caps

imposed by some regulatory authority� such as a gov�
ernment�� the system is said to be a free market� Free
markets can give rise to �emergent	 collective behavior
�convergence to competitive equilibrium� of the whole
group which is in the best interests of that group �Pareto�
e�cient�� despite the fact that each agent is operating
only to satisfy self�interest� The group appears to be led
by an �invisible hand	� in the metaphor introduced by
Adam Smith in his ��� book The Wealth of Nations�
There are� however� conditions in which free�markets fail
to achieve an e�cient allocation� see ��� pp����������

Conditions under which a market can attain equilib�
rium from a given set of initial conditions� and the na�
ture of the approach to equilibrium� have been the sub�
ject of intense research in economics� Many models of
equilibration assume perfect competition� where homo�
geneous indivisible units of a commodity are traded by
large numbers of buyers and sellers� none of whom are
su�ciently powerful to individually have any impact on
market price� all of whom are aiming to maximize util�
ity �i�e�� sellers maximizing pro�ts� buyers minimizing
costs�� and none of whom incur any costs in entering or
leaving the market ��� p������ The nature or organization
of some markets makes perfect competition unlikely or
impossible� yet price determination can still occur� How�
ever� as the number of individuals in the market falls� the
likelihood of collusion and the formation of rings or car�
tels increases� as the number of sellers is reduced� the
market approaches an oligopoly� where the behavior of
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individual sellers in the market is highly dependent on
the likely initiatives or responses of the other sellers� In
such cases� the actions of individual buyers or sellers can
have a signi�cant impact on the market price� depending
on the organization of the market�

����� Market Organization

Market organization concerns the regulations governing
the information available to the agents in the market
and the agents	 opportunity sets �i�e�� the possible actions
they can perform�� Together� these a
ect the method by
which a market price is determined� In most markets�
prices are determined via a particular style of auction�
There are a large number of types of auction mechanism�
and the literature on auctions is confused by the fact that
di
erent authors sometimes use the same name to refer
to di
ering mechanisms� see ��� for a brief overview�
One particular style of auction that has received signif�

icant attention in the literature is the continuous double
auction� or cda� In a cda� a group of buyers and a
group of sellers simultaneously and asynchronously an�
nounce bids and o
ers� at any time� a seller is free to
accept the bid of a buyer� and a buyer is free to accept
the o
er of a seller� One practical reason for the interest
in cdas is that they have for many years been the basis of
trading in major international �nancial markets �such as
the London and New York stock exchanges�� originally
as open�outcry oral auctions taking place on the trading
�oor of the exchange� and latterly as electronic auctions
taking place in the cyberspace of city�wide networks of
computerized dealing rooms�
While there are many other styles of auction�� much

work has been concentrated on cdas� motivated by the
fact that they are often very fast and e�cient� despite
�or possibly because of� the volumes of information ex�
changed�

�� � �markets organized under �cda� trading rules ap�

pear to generate competitive outcomes more quickly

and reliably than markets organized under any alter�

native set of trading rules� For this reason� �cda� mar�

kets have been frequently investigated as a standard

against which the performance of other institutions is

evaluated�� ���� p�	�
��

This interest has resulted in a research literature dis�
cussing cdas �see� e�g�� ���� and ���� pp������� for
reviews�� The motivation for such work comes from a
desire to better understand how the organization of the
market� and the behavior of the traders in that market�
a
ects the speed and e�ciency of the market� This is
summarized neatly by ���� p�����

�Examples include the English �ascending�bid�� Dutch
�descending�o
er�� Vickrey �second�price sealed�bid�� posted�o�er�
and call auctions� see ����

�Although the textbook �supply equals demand�
model may provide a good prediction of closing prices
and quantities in �cda� markets� it fails to explain
the dynamics by which this happens� A more so�
phisticated theory is required to show how the trad�
ing process aggregates traders� dispersed information�
driving the market towards �competitive equilibrium��
The � � � problem was clearly stated by �Hayek� Amer�
Econ� Rev� �����p����� 	������ �The problem is in no
way solved if we can show that all facts� if theywere known
to a single mind� would uniquely determine the solution�
instead we must show how a solution is produced by the
interactions of people each of whom possesses only partial
knowledge� To assume all the knowledge to be given to
a single mind in the same manner in which we assume it
to be given to us as the explaining economists is to as�
sume the problem away and to disregard everything that
is important and signi�cant in the real world��

Solving this problem� i�e� developing a theory of how
the transaction prices of human traders converge on the
theoretical equilibrium price� requires data gathered un�
der controlled conditions� Such data has been generated
by work in experimental economics� discussed next�

��� Experimental Economics

The use of �laboratory methods	 in economics� conduct�
ing controlled experiments to test theoretical hypotheses
and predictions� has been of interest since at least the
���	s� for historical reviews� see ���� pp����� and ����
pp������ In a typical simple experiment� a group of hu�
man subjects are each given the means to buy one unit
of an arbitrary commodity� while another group are each
given one unit of the commodity to sell� Each buyer will
be a given a limit price� the maximum that buyer should
pay for a unit of the commodity� and each seller will
be given a minimum limit price below which the seller	s
unit should not be sold� Typically� di
erent buyers will
be given di
erent limit prices� as will di
erent sellers�
The distribution of limit prices determines the supply
and demand� and hence the values of P� and Q�� for the
experimental market� The subjects are then allowed to
buy and sell within a particular market mechanism� in
the early experiments� the markets were experimentally
controlled open�outcry trading pits� but the vast major�
ity of recent work has required the subjects to communi�
cate via a computer network� which eases the control of
free parameters and the recording of data� Theoretical
hypotheses concerning the e
ects of a market	s struc�
ture on its dynamics can be tested� and the implications
explored by varying parameters such as supply and de�
mand� the traders	 opportunity sets� or the amount and
quality of information available to each trader� Factors
of interest may include the nature of the approach of
observed transaction�prices towards P�� the stability at
equilibrium� the amount of potentially�available pro�t
that is extracted from the market by the sellers� etc�
Davis and Holt ���� wrote a comprehensive text cov�

ering the major areas of experimental economics� while
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Kagel and Roth ���� edited a signi�cant collection of
critical surveys of the �eld� Methods and results from
two key papers in the �eld are summarized below� Sec�
tion ���� summarizes the �rst paper on experimental
economics published by Vernon Smith� who helped estab�
lish the �eld and has since continued to be a prominent
researcher� for a brief overview of his work� see ����� and
for full details see his collection of papers spanning ��
years of research ����� Section ����� then brie�y summa�
rizes work done by Gode � Sunder on �zero�intelligence	
traders that act randomly within cda markets yet ap�
pear to give human�like market behavior�

����� Early Studies of Market Behavior

Smith ��� reported on experiments performed over a six�
year period starting in ���� All of the experimental
regimes are similar to that described above� a cohort
of human subjects are divided into a group of sellers
and a group of buyers� and the two groups then trade
within some speci�ed market mechanism� Each trader	s
individual limit price is private �i�e�� is not known by
any other trader�� Each buyer is encouraged to trade in
the market by being instructed to consider the di
erence
between the given limit price and the actual transaction
price for the commodity as pure pro�t� Furthermore�
buyers are told it is better to make no pro�t and own the
commodity than to go without �i�e�� they are encouraged
to �trade at the margin	�� Similarly� each seller is told
to treat the di
erence between the transaction price and
the given limit price as pro�t� and to trade at the margin�
Each experiment is run as a sequence of distinct trad�

ing periods or �days	� At the start of each day� all traders
are allowed to quote a price� sellers quote o�ers �e�g��
�sell at ������� and buyers quote bids �e�g�� �buy at
������� The quotes continue� typically with both groups
of traders altering their quote�prices �increasing bids and
decreasing o
ers� in an attempt at securing a transac�
tion� At any time� a buyer is free to accept a seller	s o
er
or a seller is free to accept a buyer	s bid� When this hap�
pens� the buyer and seller are considered to have entered
into a binding transaction� for both traders� the number
of units they are entitled to trade in is reduced by one�
and when a trader	s entitlement reaches zero that trader
drops out of the market for the remainder of that trad�
ing day� This process continues until the quotes of the
traders no longer lead to contracts being made� or when
some predetermined time�limit �typically �ve or ten min�
utes� is reached� at which point the day ends� If there
are more days to run� the entitlements of all traders are
then restored to their start�of�day values and the market
reopens for another day	s trading�
In a typical experiment� trading in the �rst day is char�

acterized by early transactions taking place at prices that
di
er signi�cantly from the P� value� as the day pro�
gresses� transaction prices approach P�� On subsequent

days� transaction prices are initially nearer P�� and ap�
proach it faster� In most of the experiments described by
���� only the prices of agreed transactions were recorded�
To better characterize the convergence of transaction

prices� Smith introduced a �coe�cient of convergence��
�� that is computed at the end of each day	s trading in
the market� This is de�ned as � � �����P�� where�
for a set of n transaction prices denoted by Pi�i�f������ng�

�� � � �
n

Pn

i���Pi � P�������� In most of Smith	s exper�
iments� � tends to decline from one trading day to the
next� Smith also monitored the allocative e�ciency of
the market� This is de�ned as the total pro�t earned by
all the traders divided by the maximum possible total
pro�t that could have been earned by all the traders� ex�
pressed as a percentage� Typically� after one or two trad�
ing periods� human traders achieve allocative e�ciency
very close to ����
In the �rst eight experiments reported by Smith ����

each trader is allowed to buy or sell only one unit� al�
though in later experiments this constraint was relaxed�
Smith also experimented with changing the supply and
demand during the experiment �i�e�� after a few trading
days� before the start of the next day	s trading� a new
set of limit prices were given to the subjects�� and with
having the buyers remain silent while only the sellers
were allowed to quote o
ers� an experiment discussed
in more detail in our companion paper ���� Smith	s re�
sults qualitatively indicated that the relationship of the
supply and demand curves had an impact on the way
in which transaction prices approached P�� whether P�
was approached from above or below� and whether the
P� value was actually reached or the traders stabilized at
a di
erent value� Discussing these results in a subsequent
publication� Smith states�

�What have I shown� I have shown that with
remarkably little learning� strict privacy� and a
modest number �of traders�� inexperienced traders
converge rapidly to a competitive equilibrium un�
der the �cda� mechanism� The market works un�
der much weaker conditions than had traditionally
been thought to be necessary� You didn�t have to
have large numbers� Economic agents do not have
to have perfect knowledge of supply and demand�
You do not need price�taking behavior � everyone
in the �cda� is as much a price maker as a price
taker�� ���� p�	����

Smith	s ��� results were some of the �rst to demon�
strate that markets consisting of small numbers of
traders could still exhibit equilibration to values pre�
dictable from classical microeconomic theory� To appre�
ciate why this is signi�cant� it is necessary to consider
the underlying supply and demand curves in more detail�
Consider� for example� �ve sellers �denoted by the let�

ters A to E� and �ve buyers �F to J� each with an enti�
tlement to trade one unit� Possible supply and demand
curves are illustrated in Fig� �� From the �gure� it is
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clear that P� is ������ and Q� is three� Entitlements to
buy or sell that determine the supply and demand curves
to the left of the equilibrium quantity Q� are referred to
as intra�marginal �or infra�marginal� units� while those
determining the shape of the curves to the right of Q� are
extra�marginal� Thus the entitlements of traders A�B� J�
and I are intra�marginal� while D�E� F� and G are extra�
marginal� C and H are simply marginal�
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Figure �� Supply and demand curves for ten traders� The supply
curve is shown as a dashed line for extra clarity� There are �ve
sellers �A to E�� each with one unit to sell� and �ve buyers �F
to J�� each with the right to buy one unit� The step�changes in
the quantities supplied and demanded are dependent on the limit
prices of the individual traders� as indicated by the labels A to J�
The intersection gives equilibrium values P������� and Q����

As is evident in Fig� �� the supply and demand curves
for this experiment are stepped� this is because the com�
modity is dealt in indivisible discrete units� and there
are only a small number of units available in the market�
Thus� supply and demand in this simple market di
ers
appreciably from the smoothly sloping curves of the ide�
alized market illustrated in Fig� � The idealized market
is based on conditions where the step�changes involved
can be treated as in�nitesimally small�
Furthermore� most classical theories of price determi�

nation and equilibration assume or require a large num�
ber of traders� if an individual trader drops out of the
market� the supply and demand curves remain essentially
the same� But in markets with few participants� this is
not the case� Consider the simple market illustrated in
Fig� �� if the �rst trade in the market is between seller
C and buyer I �at a price� say� of ������ giving pro�ts of
���� for C and ����� for I� then these two traders drop
out of the market� but the resultant supply and demand
curves� illustrated in Fig� �� and the values of P� and Q�

are signi�cantly di
erent�
Matters are further complicated when the di
erence

between the underlying and apparent supply and de�
mand curves is considered�� Each active trader in the

�Smith ���� pp�������� refers to the underlying supply and
demand as the market supply and demand� and to the apparent
supply and demand as the seller�s o�er array and buyer�s bid ar�
ray� referred to collectively as the bid�and�o
er arrays ���� p������
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Figure �� Supply and demand curves for eight traders� This
is the market illustrated in Fig� �� after traders C and I have
agreed a transaction and left the market� The equilibrium price
and quantity have altered� Now Q� is reduced to two� and P�
is indicated at ������ although technically it is no longer a scalar
value� rather there is now a bounded range of possible equilibrium
prices� from ����� to ������ what ���� p��� refer to as a �price
tunnel	� any price within this range could be an equilibrium value�

market will be trying to make a pro�t� so buyers will be
quoting prices lower than their individual limit prices�
and sellers will be quoting prices higher than their limit
prices� Because the limit price of each trader is private
�i�e�� known only to that trader�� the prices quoted by
the traders give only a weak indication of the underlying
supply and demand determined by the limit prices� the
apparent supply and demand� based on the actual prices
quoted� may be signi�cantly di
erent� Thus� Figs � and �
show underlying supply and demand before and after the
trade between C and I� but an observer of �or participant
in� the market does not have access to this information�
these underlying schedules can only be guessed at by the
traders� and the only information they have available is
the quote�prices observed �i�e�� �heard�� in the market�

To illustrate the di
erence� assume that each trader
aims for a particular �pro�t margin	� expressed as a per�
centage of the trader	s limit price� Say that we take the
market of Fig� � and assign each trader a randomly cho�
sen pro�t margin in the range �� to ���� Then the mar�
ket might have the apparent supply and demand curves
illustrated in Fig� �� As can be seen� the apparent sup�
ply and demand di
er signi�cantly from the underlying
curves illustrated in Fig� �� The values of P� and Q�

are di
erent� and the ranking of the traders	 prices has
altered�

Finally� it should be noted that the apparent sup�
ply and demand schedules are dynamic� and can alter
rapidly� Because no trader has full knowledge of the un�
derlying supply and demand� traders might base their
pro�t levels on an initial guess that is then re�ned on
the basis of the prices subsequently quoted by the com�
petition �other members of the trader	s group� and op�
position �traders in the other group� or �contraside	 ���
p������� and on the basis of which quotes lead to transac�
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Figure �� Bid�o
er array for the ten�trader market illustrated in
Fig� �� given random pro�t margins between zero and �fty percent�
Each buyer	s limit and quote prices are illustrated as dark inverted
triangles� while each seller	s limit and quote prices are illustrated
by light upright triangles� the base of each triangle indicates the
trader	s limit price� while the apex indicates the trader	s quote�
price� The array of bid�prices gives an apparent demand curve
D� and the array of o
er�prices gives an apparent supply curve S�
The apparent supply and demand curves di
er signi�cantly from
the underlying supply and demand shown in Fig� �� see text for
discussion�

tions and which are ignored� In a cda� such information
arrives in a continuous asynchronous stream� Moreover�
the underlying supply and demand dynamically shift as
traders enter and leave the market�

Despite this� the humans in Smith	s experiments
rapidly approach the competitive equilibrium predicted
from theory� Figs � and � show some of Smith	s ���
results� In both �gures� the supply and demand curves
are shown on the left� and the time series of transac�
tion prices over a number of trading days is shown on
the right� In Fig� �� there are  buyers and  sellers�
each with the right to buy or sell one unit� P� � ������
Q� � �� The shaded area in Fig� � indicates the avail�
able pro�t �or �surplus	 or �rent	� in the market� this
is divided into two regions by the horizontal line at P��
and Smith ��� hypothesized that the ratio of the areas
of these two regions a
ected the nature of the approach
of transaction prices to the theoretical equilibrium price�
As is clear on the right of Fig� �� transaction prices con�
verge toward equilibrium over the �ve trading days� and
the number of transactions per day varies from �ve to
seven� In Fig� �� there is excess demand �� sellers but �
buyers�� transaction prices converge to equilibrium very
slowly� and from below� when equilibrium is reached�
there is evidence of some �overshoot	�

Human beings are notoriously smart creatures� the
question of just how much intelligence is required of an
agent to achieve human�level performance is an intrigu�
ing one� This question was addressed by Gode � Sunder�
whose work is summarized in the next section�
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Figure �� Redrawn from Smith	s ����� Chart � see text for
discussion�
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Figure �� Adapted from Smith	s ����� Chart �� See text for
discussion�

����� Zero Intelligence Traders

Gode � Sunder ���� describe a set of experiments sim�
ilar in style to Smith	s� but which use �zero intelli�
gence� �zi� programs that submit random bids and o
ers
to replace human traders in electronic double�auction
markets� They explore the performance of both �un�
constrained	 and �constrained	 zero�intelligence traders�
which they refer to using the abbreviations zi�u and zi�

c� and compare the results of these traders to results
from human traders operating in �almost� identical ex�
perimental conditions�
As with Smith	s work� each zi trader is given an en�

titlement to buy or sell a number of units� each with a
particular limit price� The zi traders generated quote
prices at random� zi�u traders generated quote�prices
from a uniform distribution over the range of possible
prices� regardless of their limit�prices� Thus� there was
no constraint on the zi�u traders to prevent them from
entering into loss�making deals� In contrast� each zi�c

trader generated a quote�price for its current transaction
using a uniformdistribution that was constrained by that
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trader	s limit�price for that transaction� this prevented
the zi�c traders from entering into loss�making deals�
Gode � Sunder ���� presented results from �ve exper�

iments� In each experiment� a cda market with speci�c
supply and demand curves was run for a set number of
trading days three times� once with zi�u traders� once
with zi�c traders� and once with human traders� Signif�
icantly� and unexpectedly� the zi�c traders appeared to
give market performance �in terms of Smith	s �measure�
and in terms of allocative e�ciency� that was much closer
to the performance of human traders than it was to that
of the zi�u traders� In particular� the allocative e�ciency
of the zi�c traders was virtually indistinguishable from
that of the human traders� Thus� Gode � Sunder con�
cluded that the market	s attractive dynamics� i�e�� low �
and high allocative e�ciency� is not much a
ected by the
intelligence� rationality� learning� or memory capabilities
of the traders� Rather� it is due to the structure of the
market �i�e�� traders interacting via a cda and prevented
from loss�making transactions�� It appears that� so long
as the market is structured correctly� traders with no

intelligence at all can give human�like market dynamics�

Gode � Sunder	s paper has had signi�cant impact in
the experimental economics literature�� it is mentioned
in the current edition of Simon	s classic book The Sci�

ences of the Arti�cial ���� p����� and has even been dis�
cussed in Clark	s latest book on the philosophy of cogni�
tive science ��� pp��������
However� we have recently presented analytic and em�

pirical results which conclusively demonstrate that Gode
� Sunder	s results only occur in special circumstances�
and that in general the zi traders fail to give human�like
market performance ��� �� ���� Thus� more than zero
�intelligence	 is required of arti�cial trading agents to
give human�like collective behavior and market dynam�
ics� And because of this� methods developed in adaptive
behavior research should be relevant�

��� Trading as Adaptive Behavior

Given that nonzero �intelligence	 is required of arti�cial
traders to give human�like market dynamics� one possi�
bility is to use traditional arti�cial intelligence �ai� tech�
niques� based on deliberative reasoning with explicit rep�
resentations of �knowledge	 or �beliefs	� as the foundation
for building arti�cial trading agents� However� we be�
lieve that the assumptions underlying adaptive behavior
research imply that it is a more attractive approach�
Although precise de�nitions are rarely articulated�

�For example� the following texts approvingly cite Gode � Sun�
der	s work� ��� pp��������� ��� pp����� ����� ���� p���� ����
p�xxiii�� ���� pp����� ����� ���� pp������ ���� ���� p����� ���
p���� ���� p������ ���� p����� �� p����� ��� p����� ���� p������ ����
p������ ���� pp����� ����� ���� p������ ���� pp������� ������ ����
p������ �� pp���� ����� ��� p������ ���� p������ ���� p������
���� p������ ���� p���� ���� p����� ��� p������ ���� p������ and ���
pp����������

much adaptive behavior research is consistent with the
de�nition that a behavior is adaptive if� when an agent
exhibits that behavior� it increases its chances of survival
�or reduces its chances of ceasing to exist�� This requires
that the behavior is well�matched to the prevailing en�
vironmental conditions� and this carries an implicit as�
sumption that the environment with which the agent in�
teracts is nontrivial� i�e� that it is� to signi�cant extents�
complex� dynamic� unknown� unpredictable� and unfor�
giving of mistakes� Because of this� the agents studied
in adaptive behavior are fundamentally situated� in the
sense that their �inter�actions cannot be premeditated
because it is impossible to predict with any accuracy all
possible future conditions� events� or outcomes� Such sit�
uatedness requires that the agents are responsible for co�
ordinating perception and action for extended periods of
time without human intervention �i�e�� that they are au�
tonomous�� Finally� adaptive behavior research typically
places strong emphasis on the resource�limited nature
of real�world interactions� agents in real environments
do not have unlimited computational power or memory
space or time in which to decide on appropriate actions�
The stark contrast between these assumptions and those
of the vast majority of work in ai is manifest�

Compare this explicit characterization of adaptive be�
havior with the situation faced by human traders in a real
cda market or in one of Smith	s experiments� traders
need to coordinate perception and action in the sense
that they must accumulate and integrate data from di�
verse asynchronous sources� and act upon that data in
good time �the value or integrity of much market data
decays rapidly with time�� In a competitive market� the
environment is clearly dynamic and unforgiving� Rele�
vant information �such as other traders	 pro�t margins�
or the information held by other traders� is rarely known
or predictable� and it is unlikely that any trader will ex�
perience acts of kindness or sel�ess altruism� In real
markets� traders that consistently fail to make pro�ts
will not last long� To summarise� if you	re a trading
agent� you can	t be sure of anything except that the
world is out to get you and that if you snooze you lose�
For these reasons� trading agents need to be situated
and autonomous� And� as adaptive behavior research is
fundamentally concerned with the analysis or design of
situated autonomous agents� there should be some use
for adaptive behavior tools and techniques in studying
or creating microeconomic systems� For instance� much
work in adaptive behavior has explored the use of adap�
tation methods such as reinforcement learning �based on
attempting to maximize �reward�� and arti�cial evolu�
tion �based on attempting to maximize ��tness��� When
trading agents interact within a market environment�
measures of reward or �tness can be clearly and unam�
biguously equated with pro�t or utility�

Much work in microeconomics has been devoted to
analytic studies �typically reliant on set�theory� di
er�
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ential calculus� optimization methods such as dynamic
programming� and game�theory� that are based on a
number of simplifying assumptions necessary to maintain
tractability� Simulations of the sort common in adaptive
behavior research could be built� these would represnt
models that are too complex for formal analytic treat�
ment but su�ciently simple �relative to real systems�
that they have useful predictive or explanatory power�
Given these arguments� it seems reasonable to expect

that some prior work in the adaptive behavior litera�
ture will have explored issues in the collective behavior
of agents that bargain and trade in market�based en�
viornments� Yet� surprisingly� the �eld seems to have
almost totally ignored such issues�

� �The Lack Of� Related Work

There are ��� papers published in the proceedings of the
�rst four sab conferences� and �at time of writing�� a
little over �� papers published in the Adaptive Behavior
journal� Given the arguments of the previous section� it
would seem reasonable to expect that a fair proportion
of papers in the adaptive behavior literature should deal
with economic behaviors�
However� as far as we are aware� there is only one pa�

per that deals explicitly with economic activity� this is
Beltratti and Margarita	s study of the evolution of trad�
ing strategies among heterogeneous arti�cial economic
agents ���� Beltratti and Margarita worked with arti�
�cial �stock markets	 populated by trading agents with
neural network controllers that determined their trading
strategies� In markets seeded with three initial types of
strategy ��smart	� �dumb	� and �naive	�� the dumb strate�
gies rapidly disappeared� leaving �smart	 and �naive	 to
interact� The agents could pro�t by making accurate
predictions of the price of stocks� naive agents made
predictions based only on the most recent market price�
while the predictions of the smart agents required more
sophisticated information that was provided at varying
levels of cost� Beltratti and Margarita found that the
market dynamics were dependent on the cost of infor�
mation supplied to the smart agents� While this work is
novel and interesting� it is of very little relevance to price�
determination or bargaining behaviors� because when�
ever two agents entered into a transaction� the price was
�arbitrarily� set at the average of the predictions of the
two agents ��� p������ Thus� it appears that no work pub�
lished in the adaptive behavior conference proceedings or
journals addresses the issues we are discussing here��

Adaptive behavior research is often characterized as
related to work in arti�cial life �a�life�� Many papers in
the a�life literature deal with systems that exhibit com�
plex coherent global behavior arising from the interaction

�McFarland	s work �e�g������ ���� uses microeconomics as a
framework for comparing adaptive behavior in animals and robots�
but does not explicitly address human economic behavior�

of groups of components which are individually simple
in comparison to their global behavior� Given this focus�
the price�equilibration of groups of traders operating in
market�based environments would seem to be a natural
candidate for a�life research�
However� the international a�life journal and confer�

ence proceedings show a distinct lack of such research�
While there is a small core of work on the iterated

prisoner�s dilemma� a classic game�theory problem in
which the emergence of cooperative behavior among non�
altruistic agents can be explored� and which is of direct
relevance to oligopolistic markets �see� e�g�� ���� ����� and
������ we know of only two papers published in the a�life
literature that explicitly study market trading strategies�
���� and ����� Both of these papers report on the applica�
tion of elementary evolutionary adaptation methods to
optimize simple trading strategies for speculative mar�
kets� and both directly set all transaction�prices to be
equal to P� via a centralized process that collects quote
prices from all individuals� determines the supply and
demand� and then calculates P�� ���� p���� ���� p������
For this reason� neither of these two papers are relevant
to the study of equilibration or bargaining behaviors�
The apparent lack of work in a�life on agents with bar�

gaining behaviors for market�based environments is con�
�rmed in a recent review paper by Tesfatsion� ����� The
paper presents a summary overview of aspects of a�life
especially relevant for the study of decentralized mar�
ket economies� The two main areas of research activity
discussed are� the combination of evolutionary game the�
ory �e�g�� iterated prisoner	s dilemma� with preferential
partner selection �i�e�� the ability to choose or refuse par�
ticular opponents in the game�� and an extension of this�
where trade networks can form and evolve� using the
prisoner	s dilemma game to model risky trades between
individuals� Thus� there is no emphasis on bargaining
mechanisms in this work� and the indications from ����
are that little or no work in a�life is comparable to the
work on trading agents discussed here�
Perhaps even more surprisingly� there appears to be

very little relevant work in the economics literature� In
a ��� paper� Arthur ��� discussed the idea of designing
arti�cial agents that behave like human economic agents�
and explored the use of a simple classi�er system as
an adaptation mechanism for developing arti�cial agents
that could be calibrated against human learning data
from experiments exploring the psychology of economic
behaviors� The use of arti�cial agents in economic mod�
eling o
ers two bene�ts� First� the costs associated with
using humans are eliminated� Second� the use of com�
puter simulations forces a degree of mechanistic rigour�
and thus helps clarify what information and or cogni�
tive mechanisms are necessary and su�cient to produce
the behaviors of interest� In this sense� the algorithms
or programs that specify the behavior of the arti�cial
agents can be viewed as �theories	 concerning the gener�
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ation of comparable behaviors in real agents� However�
Arthur	s ��� paper did not deal with price�bargaining
in auctions�

Subsequently� Arthur collaborated with Holland�
LeBaron� Palmer� � Tayler ��� to develop a system where
autonomous software trading agents interact in an as�
set market� each using a classi�er system to adapt its
trading strategy to changes in the market� The agents
adapted their �expectations	 of future price movements�
and Arthur et al demonstrated that the market dynamics
were a
ected by the rate at which alternative expecta�
tions were explored� at low rates of exploration� the mar�
ket settled to a predictable equilibirum� but higher rates
led to complex dynamics� including temporary bubbles
and crashes�

We know of only two other papers comparable to
the trading�agent work we advocate here� there are by
Easley and Ledyard ����� and Rust et al ����� We discuss
these papers in detail in ��� ���� and also explain why
other work� such as Epstein and Axtell	s recent book ����
is not relevant� The signi�cant issue here is that� to the
best of our knowledge� there are very few papers in the
economics literature that bear any worthwhile compari�
son to the work we propose here�

� Conclusion

It is not clear to us why the published research in adap�
tive behavior� and also in arti�cial life� has largely ig�
nored economic activity� We �nd it curious� given that
there are strong reasons for considering economic ac�
tivity as adaptive behavior� For surely� adaptive be�
havior research methods could �and should� be used to
develop animats that engage in economic interactions�
In addition to being used as potential scienti�c models
of human activity� such animats could �nd use in sev�
eral potential application areas including predictive sim�
ulations� market�based control� and internet�based com�
merce� The clear correlation between pro�tability �or
utility�maximization� and ��tness	 or �reward	 should al�
low for many of the tools and techniques of adaptive be�
havior research to be readily transferred to autonomous
agents that interact with market environments� Like
many environments in adaptive behavior research� mar�
kets can be dynamic� uncertain� and unforgiving�

Given that the simpli�ed and constrained market en�
vironments introduced by Smith have formed the basis
of much work in experimental economics over the last
�� years� it seems wise to commence by attempting to
develop �intelligent� trading agents with the bargaining
capabilities necessary for small groups of traders to show
price�equilibration in market scenarios similar to those
studied with human subjects in experimental economics�
By concentrating on a de�ned class of environments� the
sharing of techniques and comparison of data should be
made more easy� just as the development of the Khep�

era robot has provided a de facto standard platform for
robotics�based adaptive behavior research�
The full details of equilbration in markets of human

traders are yet to be explained� The development of
trader animats capable of price�determination as a col�
lective behavior in market�based environments could ad�
vance our understand of existing microeconomic systems
and open up new application areas� Thus� we anticipate
a melding of research in adaptive behavior and market
microeconomics that we expect to be highly productive�
and hopefully also highly pro�table�
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